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Abstract
Optical character recognition has been a hot topic for decades and has been
continuously being developed and improved. The following paper describes
how English alphabets can be distinguished from one another based on
process of segmentation and how density of marked contours helps neural
networks to analyze each data. Based on experiments conducted on four
skeletalized English alphabets, the following article highlights a brief
description of how errors and anomalies occur during the process of
handwritten character recognition.
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INTRODUCTION
The enlightenment of this paper is based on the survey research of [1]. Both Optical
and Hand Character recognition has been one of the hot and challenging topics of this
era and the research on this still continues. Optical characters are easier to recognize
than handwritten ones as there is scope of variance of shapes and structures depending
on the type of handwriting of a person. The aim is to develop a technique that
recognizes both of them without compromising both space and time complexity of the
system. In this paper we have used first four English alphabets for classification and
used Neural Networks instead of classes of images in databases in order to lower time
complexity of the algorithm as stated in [2].
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Overview The algorithm starts with image preprocessing, normalization then
Skeletalization followed by segmentation and at last classification and neural
networks. A stepwise approach is maintained to present in this paper.
Image preprocessing: In these method basic preparatory operations has to be
performed before recognition of the text starts that begins with obtaining the image.
Then operation is performed on the input scanned image such as filtration and noise
removal including smoothening of image borders. Removal of Salt and Pepper noises
is done by Median Filtering technique which is a non linear filtering technique as
proposed in [3]. This causes the text in the image to be distinct and free of errors
which prevents the image to be hazy. Smoothening of the borders of each character is
done due to distinction between boundaries and which in turn will help in
classification of each character.
Normalization: These processes are divided into major three parts:
1)

2)

Conversion to Grayscale. Conversion of color images to gray scale images
are done due to simplification of calculation during conversion into binary
image.
Binarization. Binarization involves conversion of an image (here a grayscale
image) with a binary valued image i.e., its pixel should have either 1 or 0
value. Binarization of image has always been great importance in field of
scanning documents[7] and extracting features[6].
pi[x]=y; where if x<110 y=1;

a> Original Image

and

if x>=110 y=0;

b>Binary Image

3) Splitting of Characters. This portion of the code deals with splitting of each
character from a image, so that it can be processed individually in neural networks for
identification.

Original Image

Splited image
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Algorithm: Splitting is done by scanning the whole image vertically row by row.
01. Lets xmax=0, ymax=0, ymin=img.height, xmin=img.length
02. for( j=0 to img.length) {
03. for( i=0 to img.height){
04.if(p[i][j] equals to ‘1’){
05. xmin=MIN (j,xmin)
07..xmax=MAX (j,xmax)
07. ymin=MIN (i,ymin)
08. ymax=MAX (i,ymax) }}}
Skeletalization: Skeletalization is a morphological operation that is used to remove
selected foreground pixels from binary images. Skeletalization is normally mainly
applied to binary images and produces binary images as output. Skeletalization has
been a part of morphological image processing and has played an important part in
pre-processing phase of OCR systems. Many algorithms for vectorization by
Skeletalization has been devised and applied to a great variety of pictures and
drawings for data compression, pattern recognition and raster to vector conversion as
given in [5].

Original Image

Skeletalized Image

Segmentation or Celled Projections: In this process each character sliced image is
equally divided into four regions as shown below:

Segmented Image
As per [4], precession and accuracy in recognition of character increases when each
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character gets celled or segmented into certain regions. The main ides behind is that
features extracted via zonings, crossings or by histogram projections would give
unbiased values for each characters when it is in handwritten, but celled projections or
segmentations takes a ratio of the spread of geometry over the image that tends to
give constant value for each character in most cases.
Classification and Recognition: This process succeeds from the segmentation
method, which calculation is based on the four regions and finding the ratios of filled
is to unfilled regions of each region for a particular character do always tends to a
constant. Let p[][] be the binary image of the original image of a particular character.
Suppose “A”. We previously encountered the rules in a binary image:
pi[i][j]=x;
if x<110 then y=1;
if x>=110 then y=0;
Now, we divided an image of character into half regions for both vertically and
horizontally. Let no. of cols for a particular character after splitting be n and no. of
rows be m. So we divide the image into n/2 and m/2 regions:
For region1, we calculate following variables:
𝑛/2 𝑚/2
X=∑0 ∑0 𝑝[𝑖][𝑗]

, where p[i][[j]=1, for dark region

𝑛/2 𝑚/2
Y=∑0 ∑0 𝑝[𝑖][𝑗]

, where p[i][[j]=0, for empty region

X/Y=K1 (a constant)
Like this we find k2, k3 and k4 for all three regions respectively. For alphabet “A”,
these four constants do remain almost same for any handwritten character of “A”.
Now we put k1, k2, k3 and k4 as input of our feed forward neural network in order
train them and later after satisfactory training, we predict the output to satisfy the idea
of this project.
Backpropagation: A Neural Network processes its categorization capabilities via run
and error method known as training. There are many neural network models to run an
operation. A feed forward neural network has been a one of the basic training models
in order to perform operations for machine learning. It first set its weights from
various training data provided to it by the supervisor and when the training seems to
provide satisfactory results, testing process gets started. We have conducted our
experiments on various models having different activation functions such as linear
function, Hyperbolic Tangent function and Sigmoid function. Even the number of
hidden layers in the models gets varied from 30 to 55. A total of 578 images are
trained and then 56 images get tested via those models which let us to come a
conclusion of which process gives a more accurate and time consuming results.
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Table 1: Accuracy in percentage is shown for each activation function and number of
hidden layers for both 4-segmented and 8-segmented images of both optical and
handwritten characters.
Linear activation
function
30-45
46-55

Hyperbolic Tangent
Function
30-45
46-55

Sigmoid or Logistic
Function
30-45
46-55

4 Segmentation

68.11%

71.55%

72.69%

77.44%

82.86%

85.21%

8 Segmentation

77.32%

73.41%

78.32%

81.33%

84.19%

89.6%

Analysis of Data: Each character is analyzed based on its density in each region and
then tries to observe the causes of anomalies. In most of the text images, character A
and C seems to get right prediction due to their unique geometry. We take the 4segmented image data of handwritten characters for analyzing the geometry of each
character.
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From the graphs we can observe that characters “A” and “C” do have their unique
geometry which easily make them recognizable from others. But characters “B” and
“D” have an overlapping geometry that makes them recognizable to each other, which
causes the error in the recognition procedures in some cases of handwritten
characters, which we name as B-D anomaly.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have taken total 578 images for training and out of which 204 are optical
characters images and left are the handwritten ones. We have used 12 different writers
for the variance of handwriting. 56 after images which constitute both handwritten
and optical characters images get trained. While training both space and time
complexities are to be kept in mind. Comparing images as in case of [8] and [9] do
increases the speed up to an extent where data compression is involved, but it even
reduces the accuracy of character recognition. That is why neural network seems to be
an optimal solution. Increasing the number of hidden layers do increases accuracy but
it increases the time complexity to a minimal level. An accuracy of 89.6% seems to be
a fair result comparing with Tesseract, an OCR software which provides an accuracy
of 93.1%.
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CONCLUSION
The main aim of this project is to compare different situation in which the proposed
algorithm seems to work accurately and in a time consuming manner. Each step in the
paper is described in a detailed and simplistic manner as much as possible and
experimented images along with diagram have been provided for better
understanding. The future work would include even more complicated models of
Neural Networks such as PNN and CNN.
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